NCLab
https://nclab.com/

POSITION TITLE: Director of Education

POSITION LOCATION: Reno, NV

POSITION DESCRIPTION:
NCLab is seeking a Director of Education to join the team. The Director of Education is responsible for creating tutorial videos for a Python programming course. This is a part-time position that would take up anywhere between five and ten hours per week. The job would pay up to $100 per video (depending on the quality). Majors that are desired for this position include:
- Biomedical Engineering
- Chemical Engineering
- Civil Engineering
- Computer Science and Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
- Engineering Physics
- Environmental Engineering
- Materials Science and Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS:
- Experience with creating tutorial videos

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
- Basic knowledge of Python programming

HOW TO APPLY:
Interested applicants should email a resume to Sheila Bunch at sheila@nclab.com.